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We are Team Humans are Resources
Chris Peters - Team Lead, Concept Designer

Eighteen years in engineering and as a department supervisor and recruiter

Nia Reed - Designer, Prompt Engineer

Education administration and data manager

Louis Massiac - Product Development, Coding Lead

Product developer with a focus on voice synthesis

Team GitHub Page: 
https://github.com/neethree3/AIIA-streamlit/blob/main/main.py



Meet AIIA, your partner in practicing for interviews
Understands the job you are applying for

Behavioral alignment to the interview setting

Asks a series of questions that would be likely in an actual interview

Provides feedback after the interview to better improve the user’s next performance

Take a practice interview at 
https://neethree3-aiia-streamlit-main-xp8uft.streamlit.app/



AIIA works by understanding the job you are applying for
Takes input from the user before the 
interview starts

AIIA will choose a random personality to 
simulate different interviewer styles

Personalities use built in prompts to 
maintain safety and alignment to the task



Interactive AI generated questions make it feel authentic
AIIA uses Anthropic’s Claude AI to generate 
questions and follow ups just as a real 
interviewer would

The tone, intensity, and nature of the 
questions change from interview to interview



AIIA provides a comprehensive summary and constructive feedback
Summarizes interview with key points and 
important questions/responses

Provides constructive feedback to help the 
user improve for next time

Practice, practice, practice to perfect your 
skills



Project development will incorporate additional future features
Phase 1 - Text based interface and assistant development

Phase 2 - Ability to read PDFs and URLs for adding resume, cover letter, and job listing to context

Phase 3 - Integration of TTS and STT into the interface for oral interviews

Phase 4 - Integration of visual elements and facial expression understanding

Phase 5 - Creation of a VR environment to enhance user immersion

Hackathon has focused strictly on Phase 1



Business development will continue 
AIIA will become a household name for interview practice

Work with Anthropic to develop a commercial use

Increase team size to improve the product

Plans to deploy AIIA via mobile app for wider audience reach

Reaching just 1% of interviewers would result in tens of thousands of daily users


